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ABSTRACT

The article researches the question of English 
language competence as a mechanism of Europe-
an integration of Ukraine. In particular, such notions 
as “mechanism of state governance”, “mechanism 
of European integration” and “English language 
competence” are studied in their interrelation. The 
terms, stated above, are still in the process of defi-
nition and clarification, which makes it necessary 
to outline the existing approaches to their under-
standing both in national and foreign discourse, 
and highlight the important present aspects for our 
research.

 It is stated that English language competence 
of Ukrainian civil servants is a prerequisite for the 
ongoing Eurointegration of Ukraine. It influences 
the proficiency of civil servants, corresponding to 
personnel management mechanisms of state gov-
ernance, and lead to intensification of intercultural 
communication not only at official meeting, but also 
due to personal contacts. The last contributes to a 
more fluent discussion of arising questions and in-
formation exchange. The efficiency of governmen-
tal work under the developing relationships with 
(and in future within) the EU has the importance 
that I hard to overestimate.

Therefore, conclusions have been made as to 
the place of English language competence among 
mechanisms of European integration of Ukraine. 
Separate suggestions regarding necessary ap-

propriate changes in the sphere of civil servants 
preparation and work have been given. 

Key words: a mechanism, state governance, 
European integration, civil servants, English lan-
guage competence, Ukraine, the European Union, 
improvement.

anotacia
statiaSi gamokvleulia inglisurenovani 

kompetenturobis, rogorc ukrainis evropu
li integraciis meqanizmis sakiTxi. kerZod: 
maT urTierT kavSirSi Seiswavleba iseTi cne
bebi rogorebicaa: „saxelmwifo marTvis meqa
nizmi“, „evropuli integraciis meqanizmi“ da 
„inglisurenovani kompetenturoba“. zemoT 
aRniSnuli terminebi jer kidev imyofebian 
maTi gansazrvrisa da dazustebis procesSi,k 
rac aucilebels xdis Sesabamisi midgomebis 
gamonaxvas maTi rogorc erovnul ase ucx
our diskursSi gagebisaTvis.

statia amtkicebs rom ujkrainis saelm
wifo mosamsaxurebis inglisureonavni kom
petenturoba qwarmoadgens ukrainis evro
integraciis aucilebel pirobas. aRniSnuli 
moqmedebs saxelmwifo moxeleebis profe
sionalizmze da mivyavarT kulturaTa Sori
si urTierTobebis aqtivizaciisaken aramar
to oficialur Sexvedrebze aramed pirad 
kontaqtebSic. ukanaskneli xels uwyobs war

saxelmwifo mosamsaxureebis inglisurenovani 

kompetenturoba rogorc ukrainis evropuli 

integraciis meqanizmi
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moqmnili sakiTxebis Tavisufal ganxilvas 
da informaciis gacvlas. 

zemoTaRniSnulidangamomdinare ga
keTebulia daskvnebi, ukrainis evropuli 
integraciis meqanizmebs Soris inglisuren
ovani kompetenturobis adgilis Taobaze. 
SemoTavazebulia calkeuli winadadebebi 
Sesabamisi cvlilebebis Sesaxeb saxedlm
wifo moxeleebis muSaobisa da momzadebis 
sperosTan mimarTebaSi.

sakvanZo sityvebi: meqanizmi, saxelmwifo 
marTva, evropuli integracia, saxelmwifo 
moxele, inglisurenovani kompetenturoba, 
ukraina, evrokavSiri, gaumjobeseba.

Issue outline. The European integration of 
Ukraine is a challenge, which meets the whole 
Ukrainian society in the variety of its functions and 
representations. Under the circumstances of nec-
essary reforming of most spheres of public life, 
such as economic regulations, production quality 
management, education, entrepreneurship etc., 
the sphere of public administration, managing the 
rest of state activities, creating and following rules, 
is viewed as a priority one field for modernization. 
No doubt, the effectiveness of implementation of 
reforms in state governance directly depends upon 
the people who take the responsibility.

The question of language competence arises 
due to the multi-cultural community of the Europe-
an Union and, consequently, the necessity to find a 
common means of interaction. The issue of “lingua 
franca” for the EU is not a new one and has been 
discussed by a number of scientists (U. Ammon, 
J. Beacco, M. Byram, Anne Gellert-Novak, Jürgen 
GerhardsUdo Göttemann, Robert Phillipson, Eija 
Ventola, Abram Swaan and others), as well as the 
issue of language of international communication 
for Ukrainian specialists (O.Busol, O.O. Havrylova, 
O.O. Hryhorian, A.A. Demianiuk, L.V. Derbeniova, 
H.P. Yevsieieva, I.V. Zirka and others). Arguments 
are given for English language as the most wide-
ly-spread international language used by EU offi-
cials and EU community on the whole. Therefore, 
the issue of English language competence among 
Ukrainian civil servants is becoming more and 
more urgent as relations between Ukraine and the 

EU are becoming closer. So far, complex studies 
on the issue haven`t been conducted.

The aim of this article is to outline the place of 
English language competence within the mech-
anisms of European integration and ground its 
importance for civil servants of Ukraine under the 
modern conditions.

To reach the aim we are to reach the following 
objectives:

- clarify the notion of a mechanism of state 
governance and a mechanism of European 
integration in particular;

- outline the place of English language com-
petence in the system of mechanisms;

- prove the necessity of English language 
competence for civil servants of Ukraine.

As there is no single definition of English lan-
guage competence, the author, having analysed 
the existing definitions, understands the notion as 
a complex quality of the personality acquired in the 
process of studying the English language, which 
consists of linguistic, communicative and socio-cul-
tural knowledge, professional skills and personal 
attitudes, is based on experience and manifests it-
self in the overall ability and readiness for success-
ful activity in English-language surrounding.

The main part. Present-day public administra-
tion undergoes a number of changes connected 
with raising its efficiency and bringing up to Eu-
ropean standards. At the same time, the issue of 
English language competence stays behind overall 
attention, though its importance is out of question, 
as the language situation in the EU is no secret. 
The activity of such complex unity of different na-
tions and cultures with common administrative of-
fices leads to unification of communication means, 
especially in terms of language. Philologists will 
agree that perfect interpretation from one language 
to another is impossible due to differences in lexis 
and grammar structures, as well as the interpret-
er’s competence. Moreover, it takes time and ef-
forts, making communication less quick and effec-
tive. So, interaction in one language is the key to 
success in joint intercultural activities.

To prove that English language competence is 
a mechanism of European integration of Ukraine, 
firstly let us clarify what is a mechanism in the 
sphere of state governance. As states O.V. Ortse-
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va, the efficiency of the system of public adminis-
tration depends upon the presence of successfully 
functioning mechanisms, which provide: coordi-
nated, purposeful and effective leadership of the 
public processes of the state; proper organizational 
and managerial influence on public development 
of the state; the realization of the goals and objec-
tives of public administration - both general and 
personified, which need to be addressed in spe-
cific spheres of public life [1]. Therefore, the main 
prerequisite of successful European integration of 
Ukraine is the development of a complex of effec-
tive mechanisms for regulating this process.

A number of scientists study the term “a mech-
anism of state governance”, among them: V. Ba-
kumenko, Yu. Komar, V. Korzhenko, T. Lozynska, 
O.Korotych, N.Nyzhnyk, O.Mashkov, V. Maly-
novskyi, L. Prykhodchenko, L. Yuzkov and others. 
At the same time, so far a single definition of the 
term hasn’t been developed. 

The Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Public Admin-
istration defines the mechanisms of state gover-
nance as follows: these are ways to resolve the 
contradictions of a phenomenon or process in pub-
lic administration, the consistent implementation of 
actions based on fundamental principles, target ori-
entation, functional activity with the use of appropri-
ate forms and methods of management. According 
to the presentation form it is a schematic represen-
tation of the static-dynamic (structurally-functional) 
content of the management process as the interac-
tion of the subject and object, the unity of activity 
and relations, the functioning of a particular system 
or subsystem. The composition of the elements 
and the order of functioning of methods of the state 
governance is determined by the purpose, means 
of influencing the object, the links between the el-
ements of the system, the availability of resources 
and the possibilities of a particular situation. Man-
datory components are: goals, principles, func-
tions, methods, information, technology and techni-
cal means. Depending on the means that are used 
in specific methods of state governance, they can 
be political, economic, social, organizational and 
legal, as well as complex in accordance with the 
main spheres of public activity [2, p.421]. 

V.Y. Malynovskyi defines mechanisms of state 
governance as a set of tools for organizing man-

agement processes and ways of influencing the 
development of controlled objects based on the 
principles of scientific validity, objectivity, integrity, 
coherence with the use of appropriate manage-
ment methods aimed at the realization of the ob-
jectives of public administration [3, p.103].

O.B. Korotych gives the following definition:  
mechanisms of state governance - manage-
ment mechanisms that will allow to integrate the 
system of public administration and processes, 
which, in their turn, will allow the implementation of 
state-management influence on the socio-econom-
ic territorial complex of the state [4, p.60].

O. Fedorchak states that that the concept of 
“mechanism” and the notion “process” can not be 
compared with each other, since the process is 
only a sequence of actions, stages of transforma-
tion of something, and the mechanism is a much 
broader concept that encompasses various tools, 
levers, means, incentives of state governance. The 
researcher also distinguishes between the concept 
of “mechanism” and the notion of “instrument” or 
“tool”, since the mechanism of state governance, 
in addition to instruments, also includes methods, 
levers, policies, legal, regulatory and information 
support etc. The existence of instruments as it is 
can not ensure the practical implementation of pub-
lic administration. Based on the existing definitions 
of the concept, the scientist understands the mech-
anism of state governance as a system intended 
for the practical implementation of public adminis-
tration and the attainment of set goals, which has a 
definite structure, methods, levers, instruments of 
influence on the object of management with the rel-
evant legal, regulatory and information support. At 
the same time, the structure of the mechanism of 
state governance in a certain area of social devel-
opment will change, depending on the peculiarities 
of one or another sphere. [5].  

O.V. Radchenko outlines the following charac-
teristics of the mechanism of state governance [6, 
p.20]:

- It is a product of organized activity;
- It has a purpose or function;
- It contains a sequence of actions, a certain 

type of movement;
- It involves mostly one-sided influence with a 

clearly defined vector of influence;
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- It has a subject and an object;
- It is characterized by a rigid relationship, the 

regularity of the process, the rules of inter-
action;

- Its functioning is ideally aimed at automa-
tism;

- Its construction is structurally functional;
- It has signs of an open or closed system.
Accordingly, he gives the following definition: the 

mechanism of state governance - a systematic unity 
of institutions, structures, sequential actions, forms, 
states and processes in the state as a product of 
organized human activity, aimed at realizing the in-
terests and needs of people and addressing press-
ing socio-political issues at the expense of state in-
fluence and regulation of social life on the basis of 
established social values, norms and rules; is a form 
of realization of the state functions and has bodies 
of state governance as a subject [6, p.24]. 

Depending on what specific problems there are 
and how they are solved with the use of a specific 
state mechanism of administration, the mechanism 
of state governance can be complex and include 
several independent mechanisms. According to O. 
Fedorchak, a comprehensive mechanism of public 
administration may consist of such types of mech-
anisms:

- economic (mechanisms of state manage-
ment of banking, monetary, foreign invest-
ment, investment, credit, tax, insurance ac-
tivities etc.);

- motivational (a set of command-administra-
tive and socio-economic incentives that en-
courage civil servants to work effectively);

- organizational (objects, subjects of state 
administration, their goals, tasks, functions, 
methods of management and organization-
al structures, as well as the results of their 
functioning);

- political (mechanisms of formation of eco-
nomic, social, financial, industrial policy 
etc.);

- legal (normative and legal provision: laws 
and resolutions of the Verkhovna Rada of 
Ukraine, decrees of the President, resolu-
tions and orders of the Cabinet of Ministers 
of Ukraine, as well as methodological rec-
ommendations and instructions etc.) [5].

Considering the definitions and characteristics 
of mechanisms of state governance, we use the 
term in the meaning of a complex notion, compris-
ing various means and actions for influencing the 
spheres of state development in a defined direc-
tion. In this context, the mechanisms aimed at Eu-
ropean integration of Ukraine acquire value.

Having analysed the processes that preceded 
the accession of the countries of Central and East-
ern Europe to the EU in 2004 and 2007 (Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, the Republic of Poland, Hungary, 
the Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic, Bulgaria, 
Romania), Y. Palaрnшuk singled out the following 
mechanisms for Eurointegration:

- conclusion of “European agreements”, or 
association agreements between the states 
of the region and the European Union, and 
their implementation;

- defining by the Copenhagen Summit of the 
criteria for membership in the EU and their 
gradual implementation by candidate coun-
tries for membership;

- harmonization of the domestic legislation 
of the associated countries with the legal 
framework of the European Union;

- Euro-Atlantic integration in connection with 
the implementation of EU common security 
policy;

- the participation of the states of the CEE 
in the multilateral programs of the EU and 
receiving significant financial assistance 
from the EU funds for system reforms and 
adaptation to European standards [7, p. 121 
- 122].

In general, the researchers include the follow-
ing mechanisms for ensuring Ukraine’s transfor-
mational development and its integration into the 
European Union:

- conceptual - available basic approaches 
to the transformation processes outlined in 
conceptual documents (conceptual founda-
tions, concepts, strategies) etc .;

- financial and economic - envisage the de-
velopment of state-targeted long-term pro-
grams. A specific list of such programs 
should be defined and submitted to the 
President of Ukraine;

- political and legal - provide for the develop-
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ment of a new regulatory framework at all 
levels - constitutional, legislative, and sub-
ordinate - on uniform, unchanging concep-
tual principles;

- institutional - creation of an integrated 
mechanism of legal, scientific-methodical 
and political support of transformational 
processes;

- personnel - provide for the reform of the 
civil service and service in local self-gov-
ernment bodies in order to ensure their 
professionalism and political neutrality;

- informational and educational - provide for 
the practical creation of a single informa-
tion space for state authorities and local 
self-government bodies, ensuring unhin-
dered access of the public to the develop-
ment of decisions of all authorities (open-
ness of the authorities) and direct partici-
pation of the public and public institutions 
in the elaboration of the principles of the 
public life transformation [8, p. 543].

These mechanisms are not narrow-national. 
Some of the current EU member states have gone 
through the path of Europeanization. The Euro-
pean institutions were periodically monitoring the 
state of public administration in the countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe. Thus, in 1992, the 
institution of the Organization for Economic Coop-
eration and Development SIGMA carried out an 
examination of the state of public administration 
with a view to its improvement in five areas: ad-
ministrative reform and national strategies; man-
agement of political activities, cost management, 
management of public services and administrative 
supervision. In 1997, the European Commission 
analysed the readiness of potential members for 
joining the EU. Estonia, Poland, Slovenia, Hunga-
ry and the Czech Republic (Luxembourg Group) 
were recognized as ready for the negotiations, 
while Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and 
Slovakia (Helsinki Group) were classified as not 
ready [9, p.4].

In most of the candidate countries, ministerial 
committees on European integration were creat-
ed. In Bulgaria, special meetings of the Council 
of Ministers were held on a monthly basis, which 
considered the political and strategic issues of 

European integration. Considerable attention was 
paid to ensuring that the new legislation complied 
with EU standards, in particular by the Ministry 
of Justice and approximation of legislation. Fol-
lowing the publication of the results of the audit 
in Bulgaria, new laws were adopted: on state ad-
ministrations, on the civil service; The Strategy 
for the Modernization of the State Administration 
aimed at improving the service of the population 
and increasing the prestige of the civil service 
was adopted. The policy of modernizing public 
administration was one of the six priorities of the 
state program “People - the wealth of Bulgaria”. 
The first part of the program, “Strengthening the 
Capacity of the Civil Service”, was aimed at cre-
ating a modern state administration, professional 
and independent, focused on the use of business 
management technologies and on issues of in-
ternational character, based on partnership and 
decentralization, and information technology. The 
second direction of the program was to strengthen 
the administrative capacity to implement the obli-
gations associated with EU membership. The third 
direction was strengthening the administrative ca-
pacity of Bulgaria’s participation in the Structural 
Funds (macroeconomic, financial and administra-
tive aspects) [9, p.5-6]. 

The primary measures in the field of improving 
human resources management were defined as 
follows: improvement of the procedure for entry 
into civil service and professional development; 
regulation of the mechanism of ensuring the mo-
bility of civil servants; increasing the connection 
of the growth of wages of employees with the as-
sessment of the results of their work and the intro-
duction of additional material incentives for this; 
provision of connection of professional promotion 
with qualification improvement; development of 
career development system taking into account 
the main results of work, but not age or experi-
ence; allocation of necessary funds for the training 
of employees. Following the adoption in 2006 of 
the new law on civil servant, work was carried out 
on training and retraining of staff in cooperation 
with international institutions. Priority courses in-
cluded: administrative activity, ethics and preven-
tion of corruption; information technology, English 
and French [9, p.8-10]. 
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The above-mentioned mechanisms of Euro-
pean integration are also clearly followed in the 
history of the development of relations between 
Ukraine and the European Union. For example, 
the basic document that previously defined the le-
gal mechanism of bilateral cooperation between 
Ukraine and the EU was the Partnership and Co-
operation Agreement (PCA) between Ukraine and 
the European Communities and their member 
states.  The PCA established a partnership be-
tween the EU and its member states, on the one 
hand, and Ukraine on the other. The legal frame-
work for cooperation between Ukraine and the 
EU was not confined to the PCA, but also includ-
ed other documents that were adopted after the 
entry into force of the PCA: international agree-
ments with the ECOV and Euratom, the Europe-
an Union’s Common Strategies etc. [10, p. 136, 
139]. Since 1993, the main institutional mecha-
nism of cooperation between Ukraine and the EU 
could be called the Interdepartmental Committee 
of Ukraine on European Union Affairs. However, 
in connection with the ratification of the PCA, the 
institutional mechanisms of cooperation between 
Ukraine and the EU that were in force ceased to 
be in force in 1998. Preparations for the creation 
of new institutional mechanisms of bilateral co-
operation began before ratification of the PCA, 
when the Presidential Decree “On enforcement 
of the Agreement on partnership and cooperation 
between Ukraine and the European Union, and 
improvement of the mechanism of cooperation 
with the European Union”, the Ukrainian part of 
the Cooperation Council between Ukraine and the 
EU, chaired by the Prime Minister of Ukraine, and 
the Ukrainian part of the Cooperation Committee 
as a subsidiary body of the Council were creat-
ed [10, p. 177]. During the implementation of the 
state eurointegration policy of Ukraine, a system 
of ensuring the national mechanism of adaptation 
of Ukrainian legislation to EU legislation was cre-
ated. Thus, in 1999, the Cabinet of Ministers is-
sued a Resolution “On the Concept of Adaptation 
of Ukrainian Legislation to the Law of the Europe-
an Union”; in 2003, the Concept of the National 
Program for Adaptation of Ukrainian Legislation 
to the EU Law” was adopted, and in March 2004 
– the Law of Ukraine “On the National Program 

for the Adaptation of Ukrainian Legislation to the 
Law of the European Union”, which established 
the procedure for cooperation between the Verk-
hovna Rada and the executive authorities in the 
field of adaptation of legislation to EU standards.  
The first stage of the Program was designed for 
the period up to the end of the PCA, and in 2009 
the Verkhovna Rada adopted the Law of Ukraine 
“On Making Amendments to the National Program 
of Adaptation of the Ukrainian Legislation to the 
Legislation of the European Union”, which pro-
vided for the prolongation of the first phase of the 
Program for the period until the end of the PCA, 
that is, before the entry into force of the Associa-
tion Agreement between Ukraine and the EU, the 
negotiations of which at that time were still ongo-
ing. During the implementation of the European 
integration strategy of Ukraine, a number of state 
programs in this area were approved and imple-
mented. Thus, by the Decree of the President of 
Ukraine of 2003 “On State Programs on European 
and Euro-Atlantic Integration of Ukraine for 2004-
2007”, the State Program of Training, Retraining 
and Upgrading of Specialists in the Area of Eu-
ropean and Euro-Atlantic Integration of Ukraine 
for 2004-2007 was approved, as well as the State 
Program of Informing the Public on European In-
tegration of Ukraine for 2004-2007. After the ex-
piration of their term, they were continued and 
acted in accordance with the new conditions [10, 
p. 235 - 236]. As an innovation and educational 
mechanism in 2013, the resolution of the Cabinet 
of Ministers of Ukraine approved the concept of 
implementation of the state policy in the field of in-
forming and establishing communication with the 
public on topical issues of European integration of 
Ukraine for the period until 2017 [10, p. 237].

Within the above given classification, raising 
the level of English language competence of civil 
servants is a mechanism of personnel changes in 
the civil service of Ukraine, as it leads to quali-
tative changes in the personnel composition of 
the civil service, increasing their professionalism 
(evidenced by the experience of Bulgaria as pre-
viously described). The researchers note that in 
the field of education and professional qualifica-
tion, the Ukraine-EU cooperation mechanisms are 
further improving the system of higher education 
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and the system of training specialists in Ukraine 
in accordance with modern requirements, includ-
ing the system of certification of higher educational 
institutions and diplomas on higher education; im-
provement of vocational training of heads of state 
and private sector enterprises and civil servants in 
priority sectors [11, p. 249]. The professionaliza-
tion of public administration in the sphere of Eu-
ropean integration of Ukraine requires thorough 
fundamental training of civil servants, continuous 
improvement of their qualifications, accumulation 
of managerial and professional experience [11, p. 
407].

The need to increase the level of professional-
ism of civil servants for the successful European 
integration of Ukraine was also proved by interna-
tional research. In 2002-2003, the Main Depart-
ment of the Civil Service of Ukraine and the World 
Bank conducted a first assessment of the civil ser-
vice and sate governance system using the criteria 
of the basic assessment of SIGMA to identify the 
existing gaps between current practice in Ukraine 
and the expected standards in the EU. The as-
sessment was carried out by foreign and domestic 
experts according to the questionnaire developed 
within the framework of the SIGMA project after 
1999 through interviews with the governing body of 
authorities, institutions and organizations involved 
in the development, analysis and implementation 
of measures for the establishment and develop-
ment of the public administration system and its 
personnel support. In the process of evaluation, al-
most 560 legal acts regulating the organization and 
conducting of civil service were investigated. The 
Civil Service Assessment Team noted that Ukraine 
made significant progress in the development of 
the civil service system, and in the medium term 
it would be able to meet the European standards 
that are defined for the European Union system 
based on SIGMA indicators. In most of the six key 
areas that were the subject of the annual assess-
ment of the civil service resource held by the Eu-
ropean Union in the accession countries, Ukraine 
could achieve minimum standards or indicators in 
the medium term. The main problem issues were 
the stability of the corps of civil servants, their pro-
fessionalism. This could be solved provided that 
necessary investments were made in the devel-

opment of the human resource and with the help 
of creation of a powerful horizontal infrastructure 
for managing the process of European integration 
throughout the system of public bodies (Assess-
ment of civil service and public administration sys-
tem using the criteria of the basic assessment of 
SIGMA) [12, p.34].

In addition, the English language competence 
of civil servants of Ukraine may be conditionally 
related to informational and educational mech-
anisms of European integration if we are talking 
about the creation of a single information field not 
only within the country but also in the Ukraine-EU 
plane, which will promote more effective interper-
sonal communication between civil servants of 
Ukraine and the EU, will reduce the risk of mis-
understanding or inaccurate interpretation of what 
is spoken or written in both languages in official 
and non-official documents and messages; will in-
crease the mobility of civil servants, and thus the 
obtaining of information from the primary sources, 
without any third-party interpretation or assistance, 
contributing to a faster and more efficient solution 
of issues that arise in the process of cooperation.

As conclusion, we should note that English 
language competence perfectly fits within the 
mechanisms of state governance and European 
integration, acting as a means, source and pre-
requisite of successful europeanization of Ukraine 
and Ukraine-EU collaboration. All-in-all, English 
language competence may be considered as a 
personnel-related and informational-educational 
mechanism of European integration. It is of great 
importance for Ukrainian civil servants under the 
modern conditions of high professional mobility 
and constant inter-personal communication, pres-
ent among state officers of EU member-states, 
when English is used as “lingua franca” for discuss-
ing common issues and national interests. Devel-
opment of English language competence and its 
improvement among civil servants of Ukraine will 
contribute to their work with colleagues from EU 
member-countries on high level, will make com-
munication more efficient and clear, will improve 
Ukrainian civil service prestige. It will ruin the ex-
isting language barrier and bring us to a single 
conceptual basis. Moreover, English language 
competence, as a complex unity, will bring a better 
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inter-cultural understanding and higher tolerance, 
supporting the democratic principles of state’s de-
velopment.  

It is obvious that more attention should be paid 
to English language competence of civil servants of 
Ukraine. Possible concrete results of this could be:

- normative acts, with concrete requirements 
towards the level of English language com-
petence for separate categories of civil 

servant, as well as written bonuses (career 
development, rewards) for civil servants 
with high results of English language mas-
tering and usage in professional activity; 

- special training and retraining programs, 
developed in systems of higher education 
and professional retraining;

- general policy towards multilingualism in 
general and higher education.
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